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1. Introduction
The concept of a pseudo-ring was introduced by Patterson (1). Briefly, a

pseudo-ring is an algebraic system consisting of an additive abelian group A,
a distinguished subgroup A*, and a multiplication operation A* x A-*A under
which A* is a ring and A a left /4*-module. For convenience, we denote the
pseudo-ring by 31 = (A*, A). For the definitions of the various types of ideal,
we refer the reader to (1).

We know that if 5DI = (M*, M) is a maximal modular normal right ideal of
% then M* is a maximal modular right ideal of the ring A*. However, given
a maximal modular right ideal M* of A*, there need not exist a subgroup M
of A such that (M*, M) is a maximal modular normal right ideal of 91. For
example, the ring Z of integers has maximal modular right ideals of the form
pZ, where p is a prime integer; the pseudo-ring (Z, Q), however, has no proper
normal right ideals (Patterson, (2)).

In Section 2 we shall give a necessary and sufficient condition that a maximal
modular right ideal M* of A* extend to a maximal modular normal right ideal
(Af *, M) of 21 = {A*, A). We shall also show that, if this condition holds,
there exists a distinguished subgroup M of A such that (M*, M) is a maximal
modular normal right ideal of 31, and, if (M*, M') is another such right ideal,
then M' 2 M.

In Section 3 we shall discuss the existence of primitive normal ideals in a
pseudo-ring, using the results of Section 2.

In Section 4 we shall give conditions that an element a+ of A may be con-
sidered a right multiplier in the pseudo-ring, and we shall show that certain
ideals defined in Sections 2 and 3 remain invariant under right multiplication
of this type.

Our notation will follow that of (1), except as follows.
A right ideal SB = (B*, B) of 31 will be called accessible if B = B*+B*A,

following the notation of (3).
We shall denote the set {a—e*a | a e 5} by (1 — e*)S, for any subset 5 of A,

whether A* possesses a unit element or not.
We shall denote by Ao the set (A\(A* + A*A))KJ{0}. It is clear that

(A*+A*A)nA0 = {0}, and A*+A*A+A0 = (A* + A*A)uA0 = A.
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2. Maximal Modular Normal Right Ideals
Let 91 = (A*, A) be a pseudo-ring. We make the following definitions.

Definition. A right ideal B* of A* is ^-extensible if A*n(B*A) £ B*.

Definition. A normal right ideal 501 = (M*, M) of 51 is quasi-accessible if
there exists an e* e A* and M = M*+M*A + (1 -e*)A.

We may now state the following result on general right ideals of A*.

Theorem 2.1. Let 91 = {A*, A) be a pseudo-ring and B* a right ideal of A*.
Then B* is %-extensible if and only if there exists a subgroup B of A such that
58 = (B*, B) is a normal right ideal of 91.

Proof. Suppose B* is 5I-extensible; consider B = B*+B*A. Then
58 = (B*, B) is clearly a right ideal of %. Aho,BnA* = B*+((B*A)nA*) = B*;
thus 58 is normal in 91. Conversely, suppose there exists a subgroup B of A
such that 58 = (B*, B) is a normal right ideal of 91. Then B 2 B*A; but
B* = BnA* 2 (B*A)nA*. Therefore B* is 9I-extensible.

We now consider the case where M* is a modular right ideal of A*. We
require the following result of ring theory, stated explicitly as a lemma.

Lemma 2.2. Let A* be a ring and M* a maximal right ideal modular with
respect to e*. Then M* is also modular with respect to f* if and only if

e*-f*eM*.

Proof. Suppose e*-f* = m* e M*. Then for all a* e A*,

a*-f*a* = (a*—e*a*)+m*a*eM*.
Thus M* is modular with respect to f*.

Conversely, suppose M * is modular with respect to / * , and suppose
(e* —/*) $ M*. Then, since a* —f*a* e M*, and a* — e*a* e M*, we have
(e* —f*)a* e M* for all a* e A*. Then, if G* is the additive group generated by
e* - / * , G*A* £ M* and hence M* + G* is a right ideal of A*. As e* - / * £ M*,
M*<=M* + G* £ A*. By the maximally of M*, M*+G* = A*. In particular,
e* = m*+#* for some/M*eM* and 0*eG*. Ttmse*A* zm*A*+g*A* £ M*;
but (1 — e*)A* £ M*. Therefore M* = A* which contradicts the maximality
of M *. Hence e* —f* e M*; the proof is now complete.

We may now state the following results concerning quasi-accessible normal
right ideals.

Theorem 2.3. Let 91 = (A*, A) be a pseudo-ring. Then

(i) Every quasi-accessible normal right ideal WofHis modular;
(ii) If$R' = (M*, M') is a modular normal right ideal of 91, there exists a

subgroup M of M', such that fOl = (M*, M) is a quasi-accessible normal
right ideal of ̂ 91;
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(iii) If 9K = (Af *, M) is a quasi-accessible normal right ideal of 91 such that
M* is a maximal right ideal of A*, then M is unique;

(iv) If W — (Af *, M) is a quasi-accessible normal right ideal of 91, then
M = M*+M*A+(l-e*)A0.

Proof, (i) If 9ft is a quasi-accessible normal right ideal of 91, then

M = M*+M*A + (l-e*)A 2 (l-e*)A,
i.e. 9ft is modular.

(ii) Let 9ft' = (Af *, AT) be a normal right ideal of 91 modular with respect
to e*eA*. Then, consider M = M* + M*A+(l — e*)A. M is a subgroup
of Af', and 9ft = (Af *, Af) is a right ideal of 31.
Also Af* = M'nA* 2 MnA* 2 Af*, i.e. Af* = MnA* and thus 9ft is
normal. Thus 501 = (Af *, Af) is a quasi-accessible normal right ideal of 91.

(iii) Let 9K = (Af *, Af) be a quasi-accessible normal right ideal of 91, and
let Af* be a maximal right ideal of A*. Then Af = M*+M*A + (1 -e*)A for
some e*eA*. Suppose M' = M* + M*A+(l—f*)A for some / * e 4*, and
9ft' = (M*, M') is also a quasi-accessible normal right ideal of 91. Then
(1 — e*)A* £ MnA* = M*. Hence M* is modular with respect to e*. Simi-
larly, M* is modular with respect t o / * ; by Lemma 2.2, e*—f* = m* e M*.
Therefore M c M ' + I ^ + ( l - / ' ) i + m M £ M*+ATM+ (1-/*)/! = M'.
Similarly M' £ M and hence M' = Af. Thus M is unique.

(iv) Let 9ft = (M*, M) be a quasi-accessible normal right ideal of 91.
Af = M*+M*A + (1 — e*)/i for some e* e A*. As in (iii) above, M* is modular
with respect to e*, i.e. (1 — e*)A* £ Af*. Now .4 = A*+A*A + A0 and thus

Therefore, M = M* + M*A+(l-e*)A0.

It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.3 (iv) that, if 91 is accessible
so that A*+A*A = A, and therefore Ao = {0}, then every quasi-accessible
normal right ideal of 91 is accessible. Thus, if M* is a modular right ideal of
A*, it extends to a quasi-accessible normal right ideal of 91 if and only if
(Af*, M* + M*A) is normal. Theorem 2.1 shows that this will occur if and
only if M* is 9I-extensible. We extend this result to the general case in the
following theorem.

Theorem 2.4. Let 91 = {A*, A) be a pseudo-ring, and let M* be a modular
right ideal of A*. Then the following three conditions are equivalent.

(i) M* is ^-extensible.
(ii) There exists a subgroup M of A such that 9ft = (M*, M) is a quasi-

accessible normal right ideal of 91.
(iii) There exists a subgroup M' of A such that 9ft' = (Af*, Af') is a modular

normal right ideal of 91.
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Proof. Suppose condition (i) holds, i.e. A*n(M*A) £ Af*. Suppose Af*
is modular with respect to e* eA*; consider

M = M* + M*A+(l-e*)A = M* + M*A + (l-e*)A0

as in the proof of Theorem 2.3 (iv). Then 9K = (Af *, Af) is a right ideal of 91.
Suppose meMnA*; then w = m*+m' + (l— e*)a for some m' eM*A, and
some aeA0. Then a = (/w-w*)+(e*fl—m') eA*+A*A as me A*. Thus
a e (A*+A*A)r\A0 = {0}, i.e. a = 0. Therefore w = /n* + m', i.e.

m' e A*n(M*A) s Af *.

Hence «i e Af * and so 2R is normal in 91. Thus 501 is a quasi-accessible normal
right ideal of 91, i.e. condition (ii) holds.

It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.3 (i) that condition (ii) implies
condition (iii).

Suppose condition (iii) holds. Then, since 9ft' is a normal right ideal of 91,
A*n(M*A) s Af*, i.e. Af* is 9I-extensible. Thus condition (i) holds. This
completes the proof.

Finally, we consider the case where M* is not only a modular right ideal
of A*, but also maximal in A*.

Theorem 2.5. A modular normal right ideal 9ft = (Af *, M) of the pseudo-ring
91 is maximal if and only if M* is maximal in A*.

Proof. Suppose M* is maximal in A*, and suppose 91 = (N*, N) is a right
ideal of 91 such that 9K £ 91 £ 91 and M* ̂  N*. Then, since N* is a right
ideal of A*, N* = A*. In particular e* e N*, and thus e*v4 E iV. But
(1 -e*>4 s Af £ # and hence A = N. Thus 91 = 91 i.e. 9JI is maximal in 91.
Conversely, suppose M* is not maximal in A*; then there exists a right ideal
JV* such that M*cN*<zA*. Then the right ideal (N*, A) of 91 contradicts the
maximality of 9Ji.

Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 together with Theorem 2.3 (iii) give the following
result for maximal modular right ideals of A*.

Theorem 2.6. Let 91 = {A*, A) be a pseudo-ring, and M* a maximal modular
right ideal of A*. Then the following conditions are equivalent.

(i) M* is ^-extensible.
(ii) There exists a unique subgroup M of A such that 9Jt = (M*, M) is a

maximal quasi-accessible normal right ideal of 91.
(iii) There exists a subgroup M' of A such thatW = (Af*, M') is a maximal

modular normal right ideal of 91.
It is now straightforward to prove the next theorem.
Theorem 2.7. The Jacobson radical of 91 is the intersection of the maximal

quasi-accessible normal right ideals of 91.
We now consider the embedding of 91 in a pseudo-ring with identity, as in

the case of ring theory.
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Let Ax be the group A@Z; let A* = A*®Z. Define multiplication
A*xAl-*A1 by

( * ) ( ) = (a*a+zla+z2a*)+z1z2

for all a* e A*, ae A and all z, and z2 in Z. Then under this multiplication
operation 9lt = (A*, A^) is clearly a pseudo-ring and 91 a normal ideal of 9lj.
We shall require the following lemma in Section 4.

Lemma 2.8. Let SCR be a quasi-accessible normal right ideal of 91. Then
9ft = <H.n'HRl, where 9ftt is an accessible normal right ideal of 9Ii.

Proof. Let SOI be modular with respect toe*; let G* be the additive subgroup
of A\ generated by 1 - e*. Let Mf = M* + G* and M1 = M+ G*.
Then SO*! = (M*, M,) is a normal right ideal of 9^, and 9ft = <Hniml. It
remains to show that 9ft j is accessible. Let mt be any element of Mj; then
TMj = m+&(l — e*) where me M and i e Z . Now

i = 1

where m* e M* and ay e A forj = 0, 1, 2, ..., «. Then
n

ml = m%+ V mffli + Cl-e^ao + ^ e M
i = I

Therefore 9Kt is accessible, as required.

3. Primitive Normal Ideals
Let 91 = (A*, A) be a pseudo-ring. Patterson (1) showed that a normal

ideal of 91 is primitive if and only if it is of the form (9ft: A*) where 9ft is a
maximal modular normal right ideal of 91. We make the following definition.

Definition. A primitive normal ideal 5̂ of 91 is semi-accessible if ty = (9ft: A*)
where 9ft is a maximal quasi-accessible normal right ideal of 91.

Theorem 3.1. If 33' = {P*, P') is a primitive normal ideal of 91, there exists
a subgroup P of P' such that ty = (P*, P) is a semi-accessible primitive normal
ideal of 91.

Proof. Let ty = (W: A), where 9ft' = (M*, M') is a maximal modular
normal right ideal of 91. Then by Theorem 2.3, there exists a subgroup M of
M' such that 9W = (Af*, M) is a quasi-accessible normal right ideal of 91. By
Theorem 2.5, 9R is maximal in 91.

Let P = [a e A: A*a s M}; since M is normal, PnA* = P* and

<P = (P*,P) = (9ft: A*).

Thus ip is a semi-accessible primitive normal ideal of 91. Also, P is a subgroup
ofP',for<P = (9ft: A*) £ (9ft': A*) = $' .

The following result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1.
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Theorem 3.2. The Jacobson radical of 21 is the intersection of the semi-
accessible primitive normal ideals of 21.

Using the results of Section 2, we may now give a condition that a primitive
ideal P* of A* extend to a primitive normal ideal ty = (P*, P) of 21. We use
the fact that P* = (M*: A*} = {a* e A*: A*a* £ P*}, where M* is a maximal
modular right ideal of A*.

Theorem 3.3. Let 21 = {A*, A) be a pseudo-ring, and P* a primitive ideal
of A*. Then the following conditions are equivalent.

(i) P* = (Af*: A*) where M* is an ^.-extensible maximal modular right
ideal of A*.

(ii) There exists a subgroup P of A such that ̂ J = (/>*, P) is a semi-accessible
primitive normal ideal of 21.

(iii) There exists a subgroup P' of A such that <P' = (/>*, P') is a primitive
normal ideal of 21.

Proof. Suppose condition (i) holds; then, by Theorem 2.6, there exists a
subgroup M of A such that 9Ji = (M*, M) is a maximal quasi-accessible normal
right ideal of 21. Then (2R: A*) is a semi-accessible primitive normal ideal of
21. Let P = {ae A: A*a s M); then, since W is normal in 21, Pr\A* = P*.
Thus <P = (P*, P) = (SR: A*), as required.

Clearly condition (ii) implies condition (iii).
Suppose condition (iii) holds; then by a result of Patterson (1), $ ' = (W: A*)

where 2R' = (M*, M') is a maximal modular normal right ideal of 21. By
Theorem 2.6, M* is an 2I-extensible maximal modular right ideal of A*. Also,
p* = (M*: A*); thus condition (i) holds.

4. Right Multipliers
In (1), Patterson remarked that it would be possible to study a two-sided

pseudo-ring, consisting of a bimodule containing both its underlying rings.
One advantage of this would be that we may multiply elements of the bimodule
on the right. It is possible, however, to consider multiplication on the right in
the usual (left) pseudo-rings.

In this section we shall give conditions for an element of a pseudo-ring to
be regarded as a right multiplier, and we shall show that both quasi-accessible
normal right ideals and semi-accessible primitive normal ideals are invariant
under right multiplication as defined.

Let 21 = (A*, A) be a pseudo-ring. An element a* e A will be called a
right multiplier in 21 if a product a o a* is defined and belongs to A for every
ae A, and the following conditions are satisfied.

(i) a* 0 a* = a*a* for all a* e A*.
(ii) a*(a o a*) = (a*a) o a* for all a* e A* and all a e A.

(iii) (a1 + a2) o a* = (at o a*) + {a2 o a,) for all a, and a2inA.
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It should be noted that these conditions are not sufficient to ensure that
multiplication on the right by a single element extends to multiplication on the
right by elements of a ring, to form a two-sided pseudo-ring; the following
example illustrates this.

Example 1. Let Z* be a copy of the ring of integers, with multiplicative
identity 1*; and let Z l s Z 2 be copies of the additive group of integers, generated
by l t and 12 respectively. Let Z be the group Z*@Zi@Z2. Then 3 = (Z*, Z)
is a pseudo-ring under multiplication defined by l*z = z for all z e Z.

Define 1* o 11 = l t ; l l o l t = l t ; l 2 o l i = 22. Then, under this law of
composition, 11 is a right multiplier. Suppose that this law of composition
may be extended to form the multiplication operation of a ring Z* containing
l j . Then Z is not a right Z*-module, because

l 2 o ( l l o l l ) = 22 , ( l 2 o l l ) o l l = 4 2 .

For the purpose of this paper, however, the given conditions are sufficient.
Also, the next example shows that, even where right multiplication may be
extended to form a bimodule, primitive normal ideals and modular normal
right ideals in general are not invariant under right multiplication.

Example 2. Let 3 be the pseudo-ring defined in Example 1. Define
l * , , ^ = l x ; lx o lx = l x ; l 2 o l i = I f Then, under this law of composition
lx is a right multiplier in 3 - Also since l i o l t = l t , the law of composition
extends to define a multiplication operation on Zu under which Z t is a ring
isomorphic to the ring of integers. Then Z is a bimodule over Z* and Z t .

Let p be any prime integer; then 5̂ = (pZ*,/>Z*©/>Z1@Z2) is a maximal
normal right ideal of 3> modular with respect to 1*. B̂ is also a primitive
normal ideal of 3> being (ip: Z*). However, $P is not invariant under right
multiplication, as Z 2 0 l j = Zt $ pZ*(BpZ1®Z2.

We now prove that every quasi-accessible normal right ideal and every
semi-accessible primitive normal ideal is invariant under right multiplication.

Theorem 4.1. Let 91 = {A*, A) be a pseudo-ring, 23 = (B*, E) an accessible
right ideal of % and a*e A a right multiplier in 21. Then B o a* £ B.

Proof. Let beB = B* + B*A. Then b = b%+ T bfa,- where bJeB*,
i = I

j = 0, 1, 2, ..., n and a; e A, j = 1, 2, . . . ,« . Using the rules for right multi-
pliers,

*) t ( ( r i ) o . )
i = I

£ (bt(aiaa*))eB*A<=B.
i = 1

Therefore Boa* S B.
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Theorem 4.2. Let 91 = (A*, A) be a pseudo-ring, 9K = (M*, M) a quasi-
accessible normal right ideal of % and a*eA a right multiplier in 91. Then
Moa* £ M.

Proof. Embed 91 in the pseudo-ring 9^ with identity as in Section 2.
Lemma 2.8 shows that 931 = Slna^ where 2)?! is an accessible normal right
ideal of 9l±. Define (a+z)oa+ = (aoa*)+za* for all aeA and all zeZ.
Then it is easy to show that, under this law of composition, a+ is a right multi-
plier in %1. By Theorem 4.1, Mloa* £ Mt; hence Moa+ £ Mx. But
Mo a* £ A 0 a* £ /4. Therefore Af 0 a, £ MtnA = Af, as required.

Theorem 4.3. Le* 91 = (/4*, ,4) be a pseudo-ring, ty = (P*, P) a .se/m-
accessible primitive normal ideal of 21, and a^e A a right multiplier in 91. Then

Proof, ip = (9JI: 4̂*) where 9K is a maximal quasi-accessible normal right
ideal of 91. Let p e P, and a* e A*. Then a*(p0 a*) = (a*p)oa* e Af oa*.
Hence, using Theorem 4.2,

T h u s p o a * e { a e A \ A*a £ Af} = P. Therefore Po a, £ P, as required.

Thus, primitive normal ideals and modular normal right ideals in general
need not be invariant under right multiplication; but semi-accessible primitive
normal ideals and quasi-accessible normal right ideals, as denned in this paper,
are invariant under right multiplication.
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